
SAFE SURFACES
WORKING TOGETHER TO WORK TOGETHER AGAIN:

SOELBERGI.COM



PREPARING FOR
THE NEW NORMAL

As offices, restaurants, schools and streets sit empty, our desire 
to return to normalcy increases. But, some fear for their safety.  

Let Soelberg keep you safe with a variety of surface solutions that 
give you the confidence you need to get back to work.

SAFE SURFACES.



MUTO PET GLOW ACRYLIC

TOUCH MELAMINE ORA ACRYLIC 3D LAMINATE

With a variety of porous and non-porous 
surfaces that are easily cleanable and 
high performing, Soelberg has all your 
office surfaces covered to keep you 
healthy.

MATERIALS
MATTER
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MUTO PET
DESK DIVIDER

Divide and enclose desks with soft sound absorbing PET 
desk dividers. As noise from video conferencing increases, 

productivity and concentration do too with MUTO. Easily  
cleaned with bleach, PET remains 

sanitary and sophisticated.

SEE MORE MUTO
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https://soelbergi.com/muto-acoustical-desk-dividers/
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Divide the open-concept floorplan with room dividers 
that absorb noise. And, since PET is bleach cleanable, 
you can focus on creating social distance and division 
without compromising the safety of the team.

SEE MORE MUTO

MUTO PET
DIVIDER

https://soelbergi.com/muto-acoustical-divider-panels/


GLOW ACRYLIC
WRITEABLE SURFACES

Highly resistant to scratching and cleanable with alcohol, put 
your desk dividers and writeable wall panels to work by keeping 

track of your day-to-day responsibilites.

SEE MORE GLOW
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https://soelbergi.com/whiteboard-glow-panels/


Melamine surfaces are durable and cleanable. Your 
workload becomes your goal instead of avoiding 
bacteria. Make your work space even more unique with 
equally performing added MUTO and GLOW surfaces.

SEE MORE TOUCH

TOUCH MELAMINE
DESK DIVIDER
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https://soelbergi.com/touch-desk-divider/


ORA ACRYLIC
TABLES

You need table surfaces that perform without compromise. 
Durable, renewable and easily cleanable, ORA makes for the 

perfect surface solution. Available in a variety of bold to muted 
colors, staying safe can be beautiful too.

SEE MORE ORA
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https://soelbergi.com/ora-tables/


We customize to your specific needs. In larger common 
areas or small intimate spaces, 3D laminated panels are 
non-porous and can withstand some of the 
harshest cleaning chemicals for safe dividing 
and decorative surface treatments.

SEE MORE TEXTURE

3D LAMINATE
TEXTURE
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https://soelbergi.com/mdf-core/


SOELBERG SAFE
STAY HEALTHY. STAY CONFIDENT. STAY SAFE.

SOELBERGI.COM


